Introduction. A maximal order M of a normal division algebra D over the rational number field may be imbeddedf in a simple fashion in a maximal order of any normal simple algebra similar to D. When the normal simple algebra has degree greater than two, its class number is unity, % and it can then be shown that all maximal orders of the algebra are obtainable from any one by an inner automorphism of the algebra. Thus it is sufficient to determine a single M of each D in order to determine all maximal orders of all normal simple algebras of degree greater than two over the rational number field. This determination was made by Hull § for the case in which the degree » of D is any odd prime, using methods similar to those of Albert|| for the case » = 2. The methods and results of Hull are extended here to the case in which » = 7Te where w is any odd prime, and also to the case » = 2e>2 provided that D has odd discriminant and has the real number field as
except for the appearance of certain rational integral denominators which, again, reduce to unity in the case n = ir.
For algebras of arbitrary degree, the determination may be reduced to the prime-power case if one can express maximal orders in a direct product of two normal division algebras of relatively prime degrees in terms of maximal orders in the two factors. A partial discussion of this direct product theory is given in the final section. The product of two orders, one in each factor, is an order in the direct product of the algebras, and it is shown that this order is maximal if and only if the discriminants of the two algebras are relatively prime. This result holds if any normal simple algebras are used instead of normal division algebras.
1. Cyclic generations and related concepts. A normal division algebra D of degree n over R is a cyclic algebra Since (Z, S, y) = (Z, S, yp") for any rational number p j±0, it follows that the quantity y of R may be assumed with ño loss of generality to be a rational integer. If we choose for the basis (zi, • • ■ , zn) a minimal basis of Z, then the set of all linear combinations of the n2 quantities (2) with coefficients rational integers is an order of D. This order is uniquely determined by the cyclic generation (1) of D and is called the order I in D associated with this generation. Every order of D, in particular an order /, is contained in a maximal order* of D. We shall obtain an infinite number of normalized cyclic generations of D and for each of the corresponding orders / we shall obtain n distinct maximal orders containing /.
A complete set of invariants of D under change of cyclic generation has been obtained by Hassef in terms of the norm residue symbol (4) (Y,£|i)-(-)-S* * Deuring, op. cit., p. 70. which is defined for every prime spot a of R. We shall adopt the convention that the integer vq is one of 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , » -1. For any cyclic algebra Di = (Zi, Si, yi) of degree n over R, we have (71, Zi| a) = Si"l<>, and Hasse has shown that Di is equivalent to D if and only if viq = vq for every a. Hence the vq and the degree » form a complete set of invariants of D.
It is known that the norm residue symbol is the identity automorphism, that is, vq = 0, for all but a finite number of prime spots q=qi, • • • , q,. These are precisely the prime spots for which the 9-adic extension D" = DxRq is not total matric, and also are characterized as the prime factors of the discriminant of D. These prime spots qi, ■ ■ ■ ,qs are called the ramification spots of D, and a cyclic algebra has at least two ramification spots unless it is total matric. The invariants vq satisfy the relations (5) S "9 -0 (mod n), 2vqx= 0 (mod n) Q where a" is the infinite prime spot oí R, and these are the only relations between the invariants of an arbitrary cyclic algebra over R. However, a necessary and sufficient condition that a cyclic algebra D of prime-power degree n = ire over R be a division algebra is that at least one of its ç-adic extensions be a division algebra, and this is equivalent to the condition that the corresponding invariant vq be prime to ». Both of these equivalent conditions follow readily from theorems* that (1) the o-index of D=(Z, S, y) over R is the order of the automorphism S"" and thus is (6) nq = n/(n, vq);
and (2) the index of the cyclic algebra D is the least common multiple of all of its ^-indices nq. Until §5 it will always be assumed that the normal division algebra D has prime-power degree »=7re>2 over R so that there exists ac, which is prime to ». From (5) one obtains vq" = 0 if « is odd (so that in this case a" cannot be a ramification spot qi), and vQaa = 0 (mod 2) if w = 2e>2. In any case, vQx is not prime to n. Conditions (5) also imply that $2:2 and that there must be at least two prime spots for which the corresponding invariants are prime to n. Hence we may hereafter let qi designate a ramification spot such that (vq" «) = 1 and qi^ir.
2. Normalized cyclic generations. Three lemmas will now be obtained for use in the proof of Theorem 1 which provides cyclic generations of an especially simple type for the algebra D. The first lemma defines a collection of fields from which the cyclic generation fields of D will be selected. Lemma 1. For any prime p = l (mod 2n) let Hp be the ideal group in R consisting of all principal ideals (r) where r is a rational number prime to p and is an n-ic residue modulo p. Then the class field Zp corresponding to Hv is cyclic of degree n over R and has conductor p.
If we let Gv be the group of all (r) with r prime to p and let g be a primitive root of p, we shall verify the decomposition (7) GP = HP + Hpg + ■■ ■ +fi-pg"-1-When p = 1 (mod 2»), a quantity +g{ is an rc-ic residue modulo p if and only if i is a multiple of n, whence it follows that the cosets Hpgl are distinct. lîfi^e, the number xi is an integer, and we have n = l (mod p). Otherwise yi is integral and again we have the same congruence, so that (ri) is in Hp and (r) is in üpge_/, which is one of the cosets displayed. This verifies the decomposition above. The prime p is a generating modulus of the ideal group Hp so that the conductor of Hp, which is the g.c.d. of all the generating moduli, is either p or 1. Then clearly the conductor of Hp, and hence of Zp, is p; and since Gp/Hp is cyclic of order n, the field Zp is cyclic of degree n over R. Since the next two lemmas depend on the notations of Theorem 1, the latter result will be stated now but not proved until the lemmas have been obtained. have solutions xt since (», vi) = 1 and (n, vinnr1) = (n, nnr1) =nnr1= (n, vi). Note that the x¿ are prime to ». Let £ be a primitive «th root of unity; let
Lemma 2. The field Ki = Kiqillir) has degree ir over K.
Consider an equation
where the c¿ are integers to be determined, and suppose that ir is not one of the a¿. Then all the qi are unramified in £ since the discriminant of £ is a power* of ir. Hence the prime ideal factorization of the quantities in (11) shows that Ci+c2x2+ • • • +c"xs and c2, ■ ■ ■ , c, are all divisible by n, and therefore Ci is divisible by ». Thus (11) holds only when the exponents ct are all multiples of », a property which implies]" that the composite of the fields £(ai1,n) and £([aiIigi]1/n) for¿ = 2, • ■ • , 5 is their direct product. These s fields have subfields £(ail/ir) and £(o;t1/") fori = 2, • • -, s, respectively, and the composite of these subfields must be their direct product. Then the degree of Ki over K is the degree of F(qi1'T) over £, and this is either]: ir or 1. If the degree were 1, then £ would contain qi1,x, qi would be the irth power of an ideal in £, whereas ai is prime to ir and hence unramified in £. We have proved the lemma for the case in which w is not one of the a<. In case ir is one of the a¿, we have assumed 7r>2 and may take ir = q2. Consider an equation of the form (11) with the factor qi01 deleted, and obtain c2x2+ ■ ■ ■ +c"x, = c3= • • ■ =cs = 0 (mod ») since 171 and q3, ■ ■ ■ , q, are unramified in £. Thus c2x2 is divisible by », x2 is prime to », and c2 = 0 (mod »). As in the previous paragraph, the composite 2T0of the fields £([aiIi?.]1/n) for i = 2, ■ ■ ■ , s is then their direct product and (by Bericht II, p. 43) any cyclic subfield of K0 has the form
If Fiqi1,r) is contained in K0, it must have the form (12) so that § * R. Fricke, Lehrbuch der Algebra, 1928, vol. 3, p. 195 . 
with c in F. By considering prime ideal factorizations of the quantities in this equation, we find that d3x, •■ ■ , dsx are divisible by n, x2d2x+ ■ ■ ■ +x,d,x =x2d2x = w/ir (mod n), x2 is prime to n, d2x=Xon/w (mod n). The equation above then takes the form
Since x0 is prime to n we easily obtain Trn,r = c0n1 with c0i in F and thus have ir " in F. Then F must contain the non-normal subfield R(ttiIt) whereas F is cyclic and all of its subfields are normal over R. We have shown that F(qillr) is not contained in K0. Then it is not contained in the subfield K of Ko and the lemma is proved.f Lemma 3. There are infinitely many rational primes p such that p = l (mod 2»), (p, o-) = l, and (e) a2, • ■ ■ , a3 are n-ic residues modulo p ; (f) ci' is an n-ic non-residue modulo p for t=l, ■ ■ ■ , n -1.
The field Ki of Lemma 2 is cyclic of degree greater than 1 over K and is class field to an ideal group Hi in K. In any ideal class different from the identity class Hi, we may select an infinite number of prime ideals P which are of degree one, prime to <x, and prime to the different of K over R. An infinite number of rational primes p = Nk\r(P) is thus defined. Every such p is prime to a; and since the prime ideal factors of p in F must have degree one, it follows that p = l (mod n). Then p = l (mod 2w) if n is odd.
When n = 2e we shall make the following additional restrictions in the choice of the ideals P. Let F2 be the root field over R of the equation x2n = 1 so that F2 has degree two over F. The field K cannot contain F2 since then F2 would have the form (12) which leads to a contradiction. Hence the composite (K, F2) has degree two over K and is the class field corresponding to an ideal group H2 in K. We wish to choose ideals P lying outside of Hi as before but also lying in H2. Let these ideal groups have a common generating modulus. Then Hi and H2 are collections of ray classes, and we must verify that the ray classes comprising H2 do not all lie among those comprising Hi. This fact is clearly true since otherwise (K, F2)=Ki, K(Ç112) =K(qi12), which is impossible. Thus there is a ray class C in H2 but not in Hi, and C contains infinitely many prime ideals with the properties of the previous paragraph.
f Since (çiI27r)""! is in K, this field contains qi11* if and only if it contains x1'*. Then we see that Lemma 2 is false without the hypothesis that x?=2 when it is one of the j,-. For, if ir = 2, take wä8 and see that F, and hence K, contains a primitive eighth root f o of unity and thus contains f o-fo3 = 21'2, so that Si1" is in K and the lemma fails.
The norms of these ideals are rational primes p such that ¿» = 1 (mod 2») since they are unramified in £2 and their prime ideal factors in £2 have degree one.
The proofs of properties (e) and (f) are similar to corresponding proofs in H and will be omitted here.* To prove Theorem 1, let p be any prime of Lemma 3 and let Z be the corresponding field Zp of Lemma 1. Then property (b) of the theorem holds. Property (f) of the last lemma is equivalent to the statement that qi is a prime ideal in Z, and property (e) implies that the a, are in the ideal group Hp corresponding to Z. Expressed in terms of Artin symbols these facts yield
Since Xi is prime to « and the automorphism (Z/qi) has order », it follows that (Z/qi)Xinlni has order «¿. A simple computation shows that (Z/qi) has order », which is equivalent to (c). Applying (e) together with (8) and (5), we are led to (d).
The Artin symbol A = (Z/qi) is a generating automorphism of Z over R, and the equation S"l = A~l defines another generating automorphism S. Then (Z, S, a) is a cyclic algebra of degree ». A computation following the pattern in H shows that D and (Z, S, a) have the same invariants, yielding (a) and completing the proof of the theorem.
3. Some properties of Z. Since Z is cyclic over R with conductor p, it is a subfield f of the cyclotomic field £(£), where £ is a primitive pth root of unity. The field £(£) is cyclic over R so that Z is its unique subfield of degree », and Z is thus uniquely determined by its degree », its prime conductor p, and the property of being an abelian field over R. Write p=l-\-hn, and let g be a primitive root of p. Then a normal basis of Z is given byj * We may observe that Lemma 3 is actually false without the assumption 71-5^2 when w is one of the qi. For, without this assumption we may have » = 2e, K^F(qiin) = K0, and IláHo, where ff and Ho, respectively, are the ideal groups in F corresponding to the class fields K and Ko over F. The condition p=\ (mod ») implies that any prime factor P of p in F has degree 1, and condition (e) implies that P is in H and hence in //o-Then any prime factor Po of P in ATo has degree 1 ; hence the quantity q¡112 of Ko satisfies ?i"2=y (modPo) with y in R. Then ¡/,"'2sy (mod P0) so that we havê "''sy« (mod />), a contradiction with (f). The falsity of Lemma 3 can be seen to imply the falsity of the conclusions in Theorem 1. Thus the restrictive assumption in Theorem 1 is necessary. Then /3 is unaltered by Í7n and hence is in Z, and a direct computation shows that N'z\it(ß) =p. The principal ideal P= (ß) is thus a prime ideal of Z and is a factor of /». But p is completely ramified in the cyclotomic field i?(ij) and hence in the subfield Z, so that p = Pn. This fact and Theorem (14) of §8, Bericht la, may be used to show that the discriminant of Z over R is p""1.
We thus have where Z0 is the maximal order of Z. We shall display n distinct maximal orders in D which contain I. These n orders are defined in terms of n rational integers X given in Lemma 4. The simultaneous congruences (17) X" = a (mod p), X = 0 (mod a) have exactly n solutions X which arc incongruent modulo p.
Any solution of the second congruence has the form X0o\ If this is substituted in the first congruence, there results (18) X0" = aa? (mod p) with aai = l (mod p). There exists a solution of (18) if and only if* we have (aai")'"-1^"^! (mod p) where g=(p -1, »); then the exact number of incongruent solutions is g. In the present case g = », and the first congruence in (17) has a solution, by Theorem 1, so that ff("-1)/n = l (mod p). Also, aiP-1 m 1 (mod p) so that a(p-l)lnffip-l _ (a<7nyp-l)ln = l (m0¿ pâ nd the lemma is proved. We shall consider modules of the form (22) r -XM"-1 + X^i"*"2 -
where ô" is the rational integer Ôn=(\" -a)p~1 and, for i<n, 5¿ is the iih elementary symmetric function of ß-1 and its conjugates. The ¿th elementary symmetric function of the algebraic integer pß~l and its conjugates in Z is ploi which must then be a rational integer. Since p{bi is divisible by
it follows that phi is a rational integer divisible by £n_i and hence by p when i<n. This proves that all of the coefficients of (22) are rational integers.
Observe that the coefficient ô" in (22) has the property that ona~l is an integer prime to a. An induction based on (22) Thus every a,-is divisible by a.
The module M = Z0+ Z^iVt^o of (19) contains the set MZ0, that is, all sums of products aa0 with a in M and a0 in Z0. By Lemma 5, (21), and the fact that X is divisible by a, we see also that the sets Zoy'Yf1 are all contained in M so that Zoy'Vr^o ^ M, Z0M^M. Thus Ai" is a ring if and only if we have , where we define to=1. In particular, it is sufficient to have (25) ak+TTn-r = 0 (mod TiT,), r = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n -k -1, (26) o-*+r+1-"7-n_r = 0 (mod t^,) , r = n -k, ■ ■ ■ ,n.
Since T¿Ty divides o-2, (25) holds when k+r^2. Otherwise r = l, k = 0, and (25) becomes o-rn-i^O (mod TiT,) which by (21) is satisfied. In (26) we have k+r^n, and see that the condition is not restrictive when k+r>n, k+r+l-n^2. We have proved Lemma 7. Sufficient conditions that the module M of (19) be a ring are given by the following congruences : (27) Ti+j = 0 (mod TiTj), i + j < n, (28) aTi+j-n = 0 (mod TiT¡), i + j ^ n.
Let us now make the definition t0= 1, 
But a has the factor a¿n/"», aTa+b-" has ai"+"/n> ^ g¿e+^ as factor, so that (28) holds. We have proved that M is a ring. The ring M is a linear set of finite order over the domain of all rational integers; it contains Z0 and hence all rational integers; and it contains u=\ -yß and hence a basis »i_1Sj, (i,j=l, ■ ■ ■ ,n),oiD where the z¡ form any integral basis of Z. These properties implyf that the quantities of M are all integral and that M is an order of D. This order is maximal in D if and only if J its discriminant is the discriminant § Ilbid., p. 526.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use «-rowed matrix whose elements are nXn matrices ¿J;,, then every Ba below the main diagonal is a zero matrix, Bn is an identity matrix, and every matrix Bj¡, (j>l), has determinant equal, except possibly for sign, to the norm That M(Xi) is distinct from M(X2) was proved in H, p. 527, by showing that the corresponding quantities y = yi, y = yi are such that yi-y2 is not integral. 5. Maximal orders in direct products. In view of the factorization of any normal division algebra D into a direct product of normal division algebras Di whose degrees are powers of distinct primes, we may inquire whether maximal orders of D can be obtained simply in terms of those of the Z>,. We shall solve this problem under certain hypotheses on the Z>< and shall obtain some further results on the general problem.
Let Ai and A2 be cyclic algebras of relatively prime degrees over R and A =.4iX^42. A ramification spot of A must be a ramification spot for one of the Ai. Conversely, suppose that one of the Ai does not split at q. Then Aiq and ^42" have indices ¿i and d2 which are relatively prime and one of which [July is greater than unity. Hence Aq has index did2>l. Thus the ramification spots of A are those of Ai together with those of A2.
If Ai and A2 have cyclic generation fields Zi and Z2, respectively, then A has the cyclic generation field ZiXZ2. This fact will be used several times in this section and may be verified by a direct computation and also, for algebras over R, in the following way.
Lemma 8. Let Ai=(Zi, Si, a,) be a cyclic algebra of degree m{ over R, (i = l, 2), where (mi, m2) = l. Then A=AiXA2 has a cyclic generation A = (Z, S, a) where Z = ZiXZ2, S = SiS2, a = a^a2mK
The composite of the Z, is their direct product, so that (Z, S, a) has degree mim2 over R. If the invariants of At are denoted by viq for every prime spot a and those of A by vq, then* vq = m2viq + miv2q (mod niim2).
We have Ai, and let a¿ be any element of A{. We shall show that T(aia2) = Ti(ai)T2(a2).
Let Wi be a basis of A ,■ relative to a cyclic generation field Z, of A { for i = l, 2. Then the equation of al4Ft = lFi£¿ defines a set of matrices £,, with elements in Z,-, forming an algebra equivalent to A,-under the correspondence a¿<->£,-for every a, of -4,-, and ^¿(a,) is defined to be the trace of the matrix B{. Since mi and m2 are relatively prime, the composite Z = ZiXZ2 is a cyclic generation field of A, and a basis of yl relative to Z is given by the vector W * Hasse, Theory of cyclic algebras over an algebraic number field, loc. cit., p. 179, Theorem 4.
consisting of the products of each of the elements of Wi by each of W2. Then aW = WB defines a representation a*->B of A, and T(a) is the trace of the matrix B. We write W{= (wn, ■ • ■ , wim,) and have aiWu = 2~1 wifbifr, a2w2t = 2~2 vo2qb2qt, aiWira2w2t = aia2Wirw2t = ¿J WifW2<,bifrb2at.
J.9
Hence the matrix B corresponding to a = aia2 has elements bifrb2gt and has, as desired, the trace T(aia2) = ¿I birMtt = ( 2~1 &1») ( 11 °m ) = Ti(ai)T2(a2).
Since wxwv = UiVhUjVk,-we may writeT(wxwv) = T(uiUjVhvk) = Ti(uiU¡)T2(vhVk).
Consider the matrices Ci= (7\ («,-«,-)) and C2=(T2(vhvk)) = (chk). The discriminant | T(wxwv) | of / is the determinant A0 = | CiCwt | of a matrix which we have written as a square matrix of m22 = k2 rows whose elements are square matrices of mi2 = ki rows. When C2 is one-rowed, we have |CiCa*| = |Ci| *2|C2|*1 since then k2 = 1, and we now assume that this formula holds for all matrices C2 of k2 -1 rows. We may assume cn^O and then may replace the blocks C1O.1 by zero matrices under elementary transformations which replace the blocks CiChk by Cidhk, d"k = Chk-ChiCikCir1. In the remainder of this paragraph the subscripts h and k on chk will vary over 1, ■ ■■ , k2 and those on dhk will vary over 2, ■ • • , k2. We have where the product is taken over all common ramification spots a of Ai and ^42. An immediate consequence of this formula and Lemma 9 is stated now.
Theorem 4. Let Ai and A2 be normal simple algebras of relatively prime degrees mi and m2 over R, and let Mi and M2 be any maximal orders in Ai and A2, respectively. Then MiM2 is a maximal order in A=AiXA2 if and only if the discriminants Ai and A2 of Ai and A2 are relatively prime. In this case the discriminant of A is Ar22A2m>2. This is an analogue of a known theorem* on algebraic fields over R with relatively prime discriminants.
That M = MiM2 is maximal may also be proved by using Hasse's determinationf of all maximal orders in the g-adic algebra A q. We show by this means that for every prime spot a the a-component Mq is a maximal order of A q. But this is a necessary and sufficient condition that M be maximal in A.
An application of Lemma 8 and Theorem 1 yields the following result which may be useful in the determination of maximal orders in a direct product.
Theorem 5. Let D be a direct product DiX ■■ ■ XDt of normal division algebras D( of Theorem 1 such that the degrees mf of the Dt are relatively prime in pairs, and letn = mi • ■ ■ mt. Then each D¡ has a cyclic generation (Zi, Si, a,) as described in Theorem 1, and D has a cyclic generation D=(Z,S,a), Z = ZiX ■ ■ XZt, S = Si---St, <x = n<7;n/mii
The generations of the 2?¿ may be chosen so that the conductors pi, ■ ■ ■ , pt of Zi, ■ ■■ , Zt are distinct primes, and are not ramification spots of D. The former property implies that the maximal order Z0 of Z is the product of the maximal orders Z0l-of the fields Z,.
* D. Hubert, Gesammelte Abhandlungen, vol. 1, 1932, p. 146 . The result of Theorem 4 was also obtained in a different way by K. Shoda and T. Nakamura in the paper Über das Produkt zweier Algebrenklassen mit zueinander primen Diskriminanten, Proceedings of the Imperial Academy of Japan, vol. 10 (1934) 
